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Abstract—In this paper, the influence of the inductive power transfer (IPT) coil geometry on the performance factors efficiency, power density, and stray field is studied for a public transport electric vehicle battery charging system. IPT coil geometries with rectangular winding and with double-D winding are compared based on the Pareto fronts obtained from a multi-objective optimization. In order to study the effect of the winding layout experimentally, two full-scale 50 kW/85 kHz hardware prototypes with the same outer coil dimensions (410 × 760 × 60 mm³) and ferrite core structure are constructed. For both the prototypes, the measured dc–dc efficiency is approximately 95.5% at 50 kW with a 160 mm air gap and ideally positioned coils, which confirms the calculations. The positioning tolerance of the double-D prototype is inferior, because with coil misalignment the efficiency decays faster than for the rectangular winding prototype. Flux density measurements show that both the prototypes fulfill the ICNIRP 2010 standard at 800 mm lateral distance from the coil center. However, the measured magnetic stray field is a factor of two lower for the double-D prototype, which is a key advantage in high-power applications.

Index Terms—Pareto optimization, electric vehicles, inductive power transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTACTLESS charging of electric vehicle (EV) batteries by inductive power transfer (IPT) offers unique advantages compared with conventional conductive chargers. Due to the absence of a galvanic connection, the charging process requires no user interaction and no moving mechanical components. For public transport systems, e.g., public buses or tramways, this makes possible a fully automated opportunity charging at bus stations, taxicab stands, or traffic lights [1]–[4]. The frequent recharging enables a reduction in the volume and weight of the on-board energy storage, as well as an increase in the battery lifetime, because of the lower depth of discharge.
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One of the main performance requirements for IPT systems in automotive applications is a high efficiency, for minimizing the energy costs of the charging process and for simplifying the thermal management. In addition, a high power density of the on-board components is needed, due to the limited available construction volume on the EV. Furthermore, the high-frequency electromagnetic stray fields have to fulfill the relevant safety standards [5] and a high positioning tolerance is needed in practice.

A number of design options for the IPT coil geometry of contactless EV chargers have been proposed [6]–[12]. In particular, the double-D winding layout of [12] is extensively discussed in the recent literature. Although the different IPT coil geometries are compared in a number of papers [13]–[16], their individual benefits with respect to the main performance factors of efficiency, power density, and stray field are not fully clear. In some publications, only specific realization examples are analyzed, instead of comparing the best possible performance that could be reached with fully optimized designs. It is shown in [17], for the 50 kW/85 kHz IPT demonstrator in Fig. 1(a), that the performance factors of efficiency, power density, and stray field are interlinked by design tradeoffs. Therefore, for a fair comparison of IPT coil geometries, a multi-objective analysis as proposed in [17]–[19] is necessary. The method allows calculating the physical
performance limit, termed as the Pareto front, for each IPT coil geometry. Only a comparison of the Pareto fronts of the geometries can give a comprehensive picture of the advantages and disadvantages of the different design options.

The main aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive comparison between the rectangular winding in Fig. 1(a) and the widely discussed double-D winding for a high-power, public transport EV application. Therefore, in this paper the approach of [17] is applied for the optimization of a second hardware prototype. A double-D coil is designed for 50 kW output power at a 160 mm air gap, a transmission frequency of 85 kHz as proposed in [20], and with an identical ferrite core structure and coil housing as the existing prototype. During the optimization process, the Pareto fronts of the two IPT coil geometries are calculated and the key differences are discussed in detail. Since both the prototypes are designed for the same output power and cover the same footprint area on the vehicle, the area-related power density is identical for both the prototypes. This ensures the best comparability of the experimental results. At the end of this paper, an extensive experimental evaluation of the two prototypes is presented.

The analysis is organized into four sections. Section II starts with a classification of the different IPT coil geometries that exist in the literature into the two major categories E-type and C-type IPT coils, according to the shape of their reluctance path. The advantages and disadvantages of each category are discussed on a conceptual level. During the discussion, it becomes clear that only a multi-objective analysis can provide a comprehensive evaluation as neither category is clearly superior. In Section III, the multi-objective optimization of the IPT coils with a rectangular winding (E-type) and with a double-D winding (C-type) is presented. The two geometries are compared with respect to the attainable efficiency, power density, and magnetic stray field, using the Pareto front as proposed in [17]. In Section IV, a comprehensive experimental investigation is conducted using the IPT test setup described in [21]. Measurements of the magnetic coupling factor, as well as measurements of the dc–dc efficiency and of the magnetic stray field up to 50 kW are presented. Finally, in Section V, the key differences between the IPT coils with rectangular winding and with double-D winding are summarized, and the general conclusions for high-power EV applications are drawn.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF IPT COIL GEOMETRIES

A large number of design options have been proposed for the IPT coil geometry of contactless EV chargers. However, an intuitive classification of the different geometries into types with similar physical properties is yet missing. Therefore, in this section, the coil geometries found in the recent literature are classified into E-type and C-type IPT coils, according to the shape of their reluctance path. The key differences between the two types are discussed on a conceptual level. Later in this paper, they are investigated in detail using the Pareto analysis.

A. Classification Based on Reluctance Path

IPT coils for contactless EV chargers typically employ ferrite core material for guiding the high-frequency magnetic fields and for increasing the magnetic coupling. The core shapes for IPT coils resemble those of conventional, single-phase transformers. Power transformers can be divided into two main categories, depending on whether the 2-D projection of their reluctance path shows two loops as for E-cores, or only a single loop as for C-cores (see Fig. 2(a) and (b)). Given the similarity of the cross-sectional view, also pot cores can be understood as E-cores and toroidal cores are essentially C-cores with a circular shape.

Similarly, IPT coil geometries can be classified according to their magnetic field distribution. In a 2-D view, the commonly employed spiral coil on a ferrite core [10], [17], [18], [22], [23] as well as the geometry in [24] have a field distribution similar to that in Fig. 2(c). These geometries are termed as E-type IPT coils, in reference to the E-core transformer.

The double-D coil geometry discussed in [12] and the structure in [25] show a 2-D field distribution similar to Fig. 2(d). Analogous to the C-core transformer, this IPT coil geometry is termed as a C-type IPT coil. The IPT coil geometries shown in [6], [9], and [26], which consist of a winding placed around a planar core similar to a solenoid inductor, also have a reluctance path with only a single loop and therefore belong to the category of C-type IPT coils. However, the placement of the winding around the core leads to a significant increase in the magnetic stray field, particularly at the backsides of the IPT coils [12]. Therefore, this geometry is not discussed in this paper.

B. Differences Between E-Type and C-Type IPT Coils

The reluctance of a magnetic path is proportional to the path length and is inversely proportional to the magnetic cross section. Because of the increasing magnetic cross section, the
field lines that extend to the left and right sides of the cores in the E-type geometry of Fig. 2(c) encounter a similar reluctance as those following a more direct path. Hence, for an E-type core geometry, the environment immediately surrounding the coils is utilized by the flux and is part of the magnetic circuit.

In the C-type geometry in Fig. 2(d), the winding senses of the two transmitter coils are such that the flux exhibits the opposite orientation at each side. In practice, the windings are typically connected in series. The magnetic core guides the flux from the coil on one side to the coil on the other side. The reluctance of any magnetic path spreading out at the backside or at the sides of the coils is larger than for the direct path. Hence, the reluctance path is fully contained within the IPT coil structure and the environment surrounding the IPT coils is not a part of the magnetic circuit. It is therefore expected that the magnetic stray field of a C-type IPT coil is smaller than for an E-type IPT coil.

The maximum efficiency of an IPT system with optimally designed inductance values and a series or parallel resonant compensation of the receiver is given by the product of the magnetic coupling $k$ and the quality factor $Q$ of the IPT coils as [18], [27]–[29]

$$\eta_{max} = \frac{(kQ)^2}{(1 + \sqrt{1 + (kQ)^2})^2} \approx 1 - \frac{2}{kQ}. \quad (1)$$

For an exact calculation of the figure-of-merit $FOM = kQ$, 3-D finite-element method (FEM) calculations are used later in this paper. Already, a simplified analysis based on 2-D FEM simulations reveals that the magnetic coupling is similar for both the coil geometries without coil misalignment. However, the magnetic coupling is highly sensitive to the positioning of the IPT coils. Given that the two coils of the C-type geometry require smaller outer diameters for fitting on the same core than the winding of the E-type geometry, the misalignment tolerance is expected to be lower.

The quality factor $Q$ describes the power losses in the litz wire windings, the ferrite cores, and the shielding, which is commonly employed at the backside of IPT coils in order to prevent eddy currents in the EV chassis and to reduce the stray field in the passenger cabin (see Fig. 6(a)). In the windings, high-frequency losses are caused by the skin effect and by external magnetic fields. However, if a finely stranded litz wire is used, these ac effects are minimized and the winding losses are dominated by resistive conduction losses, which like in the dc case depend only on the current, the material conductivity, the copper cross section, and the conductor length. If the same number of turns and the same transmitter current is assumed for both the IPT coil geometries, which results in an approximately equal stored magnetic energy for the prototypes investigated in this paper, the copper losses are higher for a C-type coil geometry due to the (approximately 10%–20%) increased conductor length needed for forming two coils instead of just one coil. For the core losses, the magnetic flux density in the core must be compared. Under the same assumptions, a C-type geometry experiences a higher magnetic flux density in the central region of the core, because the Ampère-turns are twice that of the outer region as a result of the two coils that form the C-type winding. Since according to the Steinmetz equation the core losses are proportional to the flux density to the power of approximately 2.3 for typical power ferrites, they are expected to be higher for C-type IPT coils.

Clearly, these considerations are only conceptual and depend on the specific parameters of each coil design. More detailed results are obtained when comparing the physical performance boundaries, or Pareto fronts, of E-type and C-type IPT coil geometries. Hence, in the following sections, a representative of each category is selected and analyzed using the multi-objective design approach in [17]–[19]. The results for the prototype in [17] are shown as the example of an E-type IPT coil. For the C-type IPT coil, a second prototype with a double-D winding is optimized for comparison.

### III. Multi-objective Coil Optimization

In this section, the IPT coil geometry with rectangular winding (E-type) in [17] is compared with a coil geometry with double-D winding (C-type) in a multi-objective analysis. The Pareto fronts are derived for both the cases and are used to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each IPT coil geometry.

#### A. Optimization Methodology

The methodology of a multi-objective optimization is illustrated in Fig. 3. A list of parameter values for the available degrees-of-freedom, i.e., the geometry parameters shown in Fig. 4, define the design space for the system. Mathematical models of the power components and of the system as a whole are used to calculate the performance that is obtained for any parameter set contained in the design space. Finally, the calculated performance is analyzed in the
multidimensional performance space, where a Pareto surface describes the maximum attainable performance of the analyzed system.

The key elements of the optimization process are the component and system models. Considering only the resonant circuit of the IPT system, methods are needed for calculating the power losses in the IPT coils and the resonant capacitors. In [17], an approximative analytical model is proposed for calculating the losses in the litz wire windings. The model is based on analytical solutions for the magnetic field obtained on 2-D cut surfaces of the coil geometry. The ac resistance per unit length is calculated on each cut surface using the analytically calculated magnetic field and the models for litz wire losses given in [30]. The total ac resistance is obtained by adding up the partial resistances according to the length contribution of the respective cut surface to the coil geometry. The same approach is applied for the double-D winding, after a suitable modification of the geometry.

The equivalent circuit parameters, the core losses, the eddy current losses in the shielding, and the magnetic stray field are estimated using 3-D FEM simulations in the frequency domain. For the resonant capacitors, the dissipation factor of the data sheet is used [31].

B. Degrees-of-Freedom and Design Space

The considered degrees-of-freedom are shown in Fig. 4 and the design space is given in Table I. Apart from the outer coil dimensions \( W_{\text{coil}} \) and \( L_{\text{coil}} \), also the number of ferrite core rods \( N_{\text{fe}} \), the spreading of the copper conductors \( w_{\text{cu}} \), and the position of the winding on the core \( d_{\text{cu}} \) are considered. As discussed in [12], the spreading \( w_{\text{cu, in}} \) of the central conductors in the double-D winding is an additional degree-of-freedom with an impact on the magnetic coupling. If the spreading \( w_{\text{cu, in}} \) is small, the reluctance between the two coils of the transmitter or receiver winding becomes smaller as a result of the decreasing length of the magnetic path. For too small values of \( w_{\text{cu, in}} \), this results in a magnetic short-circuit of the transmitter and a low magnetic coupling. Therefore, this parameter must be considered in addition, for the double-D winding. Furthermore, a parallel connection of the two coils of the double-D winding or the use of a dedicated converter for regulating the phase shift between the currents in the two coils constitutes another degree-of-freedom for this IPT coil geometry [32]. However, such a configuration is not considered in this paper in order to maintain the focus on the fundamental differences between the two IPT coil geometries. Hence, the two coils are always series connected with opposite orientation of the currents as shown in Fig. 2(d).

In order to limit the number of necessary FEM simulation steps, the dimensions of the ferrite rods \( d_{\text{fe}} \), \( h_{\text{fe}} \), and the specifications of the litz wire are kept constantly at the values of the I-126/20 K2004 ferrite cores [33] and the 2500 × 0.1 mm litz wire used in [17].

Using the design space in Table I, calculations for all the parameter combinations are executed. For each design point, the number of turns of the IPT coils is adjusted such that the self-inductances \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) of the transmitter and the receiver coil, respectively, fulfill the design rules [18], [28], [29]

\[
L_2 \approx \frac{R_{L,\text{eq}}}{\omega_0 k} \quad \text{and} \quad L_1 \approx L_2 \left( \frac{U_{1,\text{dc}}}{U_{2,\text{dc}}} \right)^2
\]

(2)

where \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) stands for the transmitter or the receiver coil, respectively, \( R_{L,\text{eq}} = 8/\pi^2 \cdot U_{2,\text{dc}}^2/P_2 \) stands for the equivalent load resistance of the fundamental frequency model [34], and \( \omega_0 \) is the resonant frequency. It is shown in [18], [28], and [29] that IPT coil designs that fulfill (2) achieve the maximum transmission efficiency given by (1) at the resonant frequency \( \omega_0 \), the dc input voltage \( U_{1,\text{dc}} \), the dc output voltage \( U_{2,\text{dc}} \), and the output power \( P_2 \).

The resonant capacitors \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are designed for a full compensation of the coil self-inductances by \( C_i \approx 1/(\omega_0^2 L_i) \) with \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) at the transmission frequency of 85 kHz. The resonant capacitors are connected in series to the IPT coils on both sides of the air gap. The series–series compensation is preferred in this paper because of the higher efficiency during partial load conditions and because the fully symmetric topology simplifies the experiments with energy feedback presented in Section IV. The results of the IPT coil geometry comparison discussed in this section are expected to apply similarly also if one or both the compensation capacitors are connected in parallel to the respective IPT coil.

For the hardware prototypes of Section IV, polypropylene film capacitors of the series CSP 120-200 [31] are considered. The capacitance values are slightly increased in order to shift the zero phase angle frequency downward, such that the resonant circuit exhibits an inductive input impedance and zero voltage switching of the transmitter-side power semiconductors of the transmitter-side silicon-carbide (SiC) power MOSFET devices is achieved at the is achieved at the transmission frequency.

C. Discussion of Optimization Results

The calculation results are shown in Fig. 5. The definitions for the transmission efficiency (or ac–ac efficiency) are \( \eta = P_2/(P_2 + P_{\text{loss}}) \), where \( P_2 = 50 \) kW is the output power and \( P_{\text{loss}} \) stands for the total power losses in the resonant circuit. The area-related power density is given by \( \alpha = P_2/A_{\text{coil}} \) and the gravimetric power density is \( \gamma = P_2/m_{\text{coil}} \), where \( A_{\text{coil}} = L_{\text{coil}}W_{\text{coil}} \) is the coil area and \( m_{\text{coil}} \) stands for the total mass of the active materials. It shall be emphasized that the efficiency \( \eta \) includes only the resonant

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Design Space for the Multi-objective Optimization}
\label{tab:design_space}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Variable} & \textbf{Min.} & \textbf{Max.} & \textbf{Step} & \textbf{#Points} \\
\hline
\( W_{\text{coil}} \) & 300 & 700 & 50 & 9 \\
\( L_{\text{coil}} \) & 300 & 700 & 50 & 9 \\
\( d_{\text{cu}} \) & 50 & 150 & 25 & 5 \\
\( w_{\text{cu}} \) & 50 & 150 & 25 & 5 \\
\( w_{\text{cu, in}} \) & 50 & 150 & 25 & 5 \\
\( N_{\text{fe}} \) & 3 & 7 & 2 & 3 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
components of the IPT system, i.e., the power losses in the windings, the cores, the shielding, and the resonant capacitors, while the losses of the power converter are not included.

From the $\eta$-$\alpha$-Pareto plane shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), it becomes apparent that the attainable magnetic coupling is higher for the rectangular winding than for the double-D winding. Therefore, the double-D coil geometry shows an approximately 0.5%-points lower transmission efficiency $\eta$ for the same area-related power density $\alpha$, i.e., for the same outer coil dimensions. The two hardware prototypes are also indicated in the Pareto planes in Fig. 5. The prototypes are realized in the same coil housing. Therefore, they have the same area-related power density, but different gravimetric power density $\gamma$ as a result of the modified winding.

The $\eta$-$\gamma$-Pareto plane in Fig. 5(c) and (d) shows that for the IPT coil geometry with a double-D winding, the gravimetric power density $\gamma$ is lower for the same transmission efficiency $\eta$. If designs with the same gravimetric power density are compared, a design with double-D winding is approximately 1%-points less efficient than a design with rectangular winding. The reason for the mass difference is the larger copper and core volumes. For the double-D coil geometry, the core flux density $\tilde{B}_{fe}$ is typically higher and more core material is needed (see Fig. 5(c)). In fact, only designs with $N_{fe} \in [5,7]$ core rods are possible due to core saturation, while for the rectangular winding also designs with $N_{fe} = 3$ are feasible. Therefore, the IPT coil geometry with the rectangular winding is realizable with a lighter core structure.

As a result of the higher flux density in the core, also the total core losses $P_{fe}$ are increased for the double-D winding (see Fig. 5(d)). The FEM simulation results obtained for the two prototypes shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) confirm that the additional losses result from the high flux density in the central region of the ferrite cores. As shown in Fig. 6(c), the calculated power losses are approximately 50% higher for the prototype with double-D winding, due to the increased core losses. In Fig. 6(c), $i \in [1,2]$ stands for the transmitter or the receiver coil, respectively, and the variable $P_{cu,i}$ stands for the litz wire winding losses $P_{fe,i}$ for the core losses, and $P_{sh,i}$ for the eddy current losses in the shielding. The total power losses inside the coil housing are given by the sum of the winding losses and the core losses. They add up to 247 and 422 W for the transmitter coil with rectangular winding and double-D winding, respectively. In the case of a coil misalignment, the total losses inside the coil housing are increased further. Because the housing is made exclusively from plastics with low thermal conductivity, some air flow is required to limit the heating of the litz wire and the ferrite cores. Therefore, either side of the coil housing is equipped with an array of cooling fans for forced convection cooling (see Fig. 1).

The key advantage of the double-D winding becomes apparent when comparing the magnetic stray field of the two coil geometries. Fig. 5(e) and (f) shows the total power losses in the resonant circuit as a function of the magnetic stray field at a fixed reference point at 1.1 m distance from the coil center (critical distance in the considered industry application) on a horizontal axis in the lateral direction, starting at the air gap center point (see Fig. 7 for axis orientations). As expected from the conceptual analysis of Section II-B, the stray field is significantly reduced for the double-D winding (C-type).
because the complete reluctance path is included within the coil structure. Since for the rectangular winding (E-type) the surrounding environment is part of the magnetic circuit, the field at the reference point is up to three times higher than for the double-D winding. However, the required coil area and coil mass is higher for the double-D winding, as shown by the coloring in Fig. 5(e) and (f).

Comparing the power loss distribution of the two hardware prototypes in Fig. 6(c) shows that for the double-D winding, the losses in the eddy current shielding are significantly reduced. Due to the opposite winding sense of the two coils that form the double-D and their magnetic connection with the low-reluctance ferrite cores, the flux is naturally guided along the core without much leakage. With the rectangular winding, the core does not significantly lower the reluctance seen by the field lines that spread out on the sides of the E-type coil geometry in Fig. 2(c). Therefore, the eddy current shielding is necessary to block the path for the flux at the backside of the coil and reduce the field leakage. The power losses in the shielding are acceptable in practice, because they do not require additional cooling as long as the employed material is sufficiently conductive [19]. For the hardware prototypes, the shielding is realized with a 210 × 280 mm² plate of 2 mm thickness manufactured from oxygen-free copper with a conductivity of approximately 43 MS/m at room temperature. A discussion of the alternative shielding methods can be found in [24].

The results presented in this section confirm what was expected from the conceptual analysis in Section II-B. They also show that a coil optimization that takes only the magnetic coupling into account is inaccurate. For instance, the core losses have a high impact on the performance, which is not captured when looking only at the magnetic coupling. Furthermore, the observed Pareto tradeoffs demonstrate that an analysis based on a single realization example is insufficient. A multi-objective analysis is mandatory and only a comparison of the Pareto fronts of the different IPT coil geometries can fully clarify their advantages and disadvantages.

### IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, comprehensive experimental results obtained from the two prototype IPT coils in Fig. 1 are presented. The main design parameters of the two prototypes are summarized in Table II. The same 410 × 760 × 60 mm³ coil housing and the same core structure is used for both the prototypes, such that the only difference is the geometry of the winding. Therefore, the presented measurements clearly show the impact of the modified winding geometry on the performance of the overall EV charging system. It shall be noted that in this discussion, the transmitter and the receiver IPT coils are always of the same winding geometry. Mixed arrangements with the double-D prototype as transmitter coil and the prototype with rectangular winding as receiver coil are not discussed herein.

#### A. Inductance and Magnetic Coupling

In a first step, the magnetic design is experimentally verified. Table III shows the measured and the FEM-calculated transformer equivalent circuit parameters for the prototypes for an air gap of 160 mm and the selected capacitance values required for the series-series resonant compensation of the self-inductances. In addition, the calculated dc and ac winding resistances as well as the quality factors are indicated. For the calculation of the quality factor, the definition in [18], [35]

\[
Q = \sqrt{\prod_{i \in [1,2]} \frac{\omega_0 W_{li}}{P_{cu,i} + P_{fe,i} + P_{sh,i}}}
\]  

is used.
A lateral coil misalignment causes a comparable decrease in magnetic coupling for both the prototypes. For a coil misalignment in the longitudinal direction, the magnetic coupling drops much faster for the double-D prototype. This is a result of the smaller enclosed coil area of the two windings, which already at a small longitudinal coil misalignment have much less overlap.

In [12], it is proposed to add a 90°-rotated winding around the core of the IPT receiver coil, termed as the quadrature winding. The auxiliary winding has an improved magnetic coupling to the transmitter in the misaligned position and can therefore improve the positioning tolerance. It is connected to the receiver-side dc-link via a separate rectifier unit. Hence, additional power electronic components are required and a dedicated control might be needed in practice in order to suppress the circulating reactive currents between the two receiver coils. This modification therefore increases the complexity and adversely affects the power density of this coil geometry. Therefore, this is not investigated further in this paper.

### B. DC–DC Efficiency

The experimental setup and the power electronic converter in [21] are used for the efficiency measurements. The details of the converter design can be found in [19] and [21], therefore only a brief overview is given herein.

The converter shown in Fig. 9(a) comprises an interleaved buck+boost-type dc–dc conversion stage with coupled magnetic devices, which produces a variable dc-link voltage \( U_{1,dc} \) or \( U_{2,dc} \) of up to 800 V from a fixed dc input voltage of 600 V. This conversion stage is realized with SiC MOSFET devices of type C2M0080120D (1.2 kV/80 mΩ), which are hard-switched at 50 kHz. A full-bridge inverter is used to generate a fixed-frequency rectangular voltage waveform, which is directly applied to the series–series compensated IPT resonant circuit. In this conversion stage, three SiC MOSFET devices of type C2M0025120D (1.2 kV/25 mΩ) are used in parallel connection with a single gate driver for each switch of the full-bridge inverter. The converter is manufactured in duplicate and is used at the transmitter and at the receiver as shown in Fig. 9(b). On the receiver side, the full-bridge inverter stage is used as a synchronous rectifier to minimize the conduction losses of the power semiconductors. By simultaneously adjusting the dc-link voltages \( U_{1,dc} \) and \( U_{2,dc} \) at a fixed inverter
switching frequency, the power flow to the output of the IPT system can be regulated with a high partial-load efficiency [18], [19], [36].

At the receiver-side dc output, a dc-supply is connected instead of an EV battery, via a decoupling inductor and a precision shunt resistor $R_1 = 10 \text{ m}\Omega$. An energy feedback path is provided by the feedback inductor $L_{fb} = 3.4 \text{ mH}$ and the precision shunt resistor $R_2 = 1 \text{ m}\Omega$. In this setup, the transferred energy can be circulated in the system and no 50 kW ohmic load is required. The employed principle is similar to the back-to-back testing of a power transformer [37] or of two mechanically coupled electrical machines [38], which are supplied by two inverters with electrically connected dc-links (Hopkinson’s or regenerative test). A direct power loss measurement is obtained by measuring the current $I_{loss}$, using the shunt resistor $R_1$ and the voltage $U_{batt}$. Furthermore, the feedback current $I_{fb}$ is measured using $R_2$ in order to determine the output power of the IPT system. In addition, the voltage drop on the feedback inductor $L_{fb}$ is measured and the dc losses of the inductor are subtracted from the power loss measurement. In this way, the dc–dc efficiency, including all power conversion stages between $U_{in}$ and $U_{batt}$, can be determined with a high accuracy.

The measurement results for the dc–dc efficiency of the prototypes at an air gap of 160 mm are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of the output power. The dc–dc efficiency of both the IPT coil geometries is similar for ideally positioned IPT coils and at lateral coil misalignment. For the nominal coil position, a dc–dc efficiency of approximately 95.8% is reached at a 50 kW power transfer ($k \approx 0.22$). The flat efficiency curve is a result of the employed power control with variable dc-link voltages [19]. As expected, the dc–dc efficiency drops to 94% at 150 mm lateral coil misalignment ($k \approx 0.15$).

The impact of the IPT coil geometry on the dc–dc efficiency is only a concern at a longitudinal coil misalignment. As expected from Fig. 8(b), the efficiency of the double-D prototype is lower, due to the significantly reduced magnetic coupling $k \approx 0.1$ at a longitudinal coil misalignment of 100 mm. Without auxiliary quadrature winding and the necessary additional power electronics and control equipment used in [12], the positioning tolerance of the double-D prototype is inferior to that of the prototype with rectangular winding.

### C. Magnetic Stray Field

According to the presented FEM calculations, a lower magnetic stray field is the main advantage of the IPT coil geometry with double-D winding. Therefore, measurements of the magnetic flux density are conducted at a reference point at an 800 mm lateral distance measured from the transmitter coil center (distance where rectangular winding prototype fulfills ICNIRP 2010). The measurements are taken with the field probe designed in [39], which is shown in Fig. 11(b). The experiment is repeated for a lateral misalignment of the receiver coil 150 mm away from the field probe.
The results are shown in Fig. 11(a) together with the reference level for the general public given in the ICNIRP2010 standard [5]. The measurements confirm that for the double-D prototype, the stray field is reduced by approximately a factor of two across the whole power range. This is clearly a significant advantage of the IPT coil geometry with double-D winding.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the IPT coil prototype with rectangular winding designed in [17] is compared with an IPT coil geometry with double-D winding and the same outer dimensions. The main advantages and disadvantages of the two IPT coil geometries are discussed with the help of Pareto analysis, and with a comprehensive experimental investigation of the two hardware prototypes.

On the one hand, a double-D winding results in an approximately 0.5%-points lower transmission efficiency for the same area-related power density, i.e., for the same footprint area of the IPT coil on the vehicle. Furthermore, at the same gravimetric power density, designs with a double-D winding are approximately 1%-points less efficient than designs with rectangular winding. Both effects are caused by additional core losses that result from the increased core flux density of the IPT coil geometry with double-D winding. On the other hand, the magnetic stray field observed at a fixed reference point is up to a factor of two higher for a rectangular winding. Experiments confirm this clear advantage of the double-D IPT coil geometry.

Measurements of the dc–dc efficiency, including the power electronics, show that the performance of the two hardware prototypes is comparable at an ideal coil positioning and for lateral coil misalignment. At a longitudinal coil misalignment, the performance of the double-D prototype is inferior due to the faster decaying magnetic coupling. Methods exist in the literature for counteracting this effect, however, they require auxiliary components that decrease the power density and increase the complexity of the IPT system.

All in all, a tradeoff results for high-power EV charging. For a practical system, it must be analyzed if the power losses, the positioning tolerance, or the stray field are the limiting factors. At a high power level, where the thermal management makes high efficiency crucial, or for applications that require lightweight on-board power electronics equipment, a geometry with a rectangular winding is appropriate. However, if the safety standards for the magnetic stray field should be met at a short distance from the coil, an IPT coil geometry with double-D winding should be selected.
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